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For correction system of English pronunciation errors, the level of correction performance and the reliability, practicability, and
adaptability of information feedback are the main basis for evaluating its excellent comprehensive performance. In view of the
disadvantages of traditional English pronunciation correction systems, such as failure to timely feedback and correct learners’
pronunciation errors, slow improvement of learners’ English proficiency, and even misleading learners, it is imperative to
design a scientific and efficient automatic correction system for English pronunciation errors. High-sensitivity acoustic wave
sensors can identify English pronunciation error signal and convert the dimension of collected pronunciation signal according
to channel configuration information; acoustic wave sensors can then assist the automatic correction system of English
pronunciation errors to filter out interference components in output signal, analyze real-time spectrum, and evaluate the
sensitivity of the acoustic wave sensor. Therefore, on the basis of summarizing and analyzing previous research works, this
paper expounds the current research status and significance of the design of automatic correction system for English
pronunciation errors, elaborates the development background, current status and future challenges of high-sensitivity acoustic
wave sensor technology, introduces the methods and principles of time-domain signal amplitude measurement and
pronunciation signal preprocessing, carries out the optimization design of pronunciation recognition sensors, performs the
improvement design of pronunciation recognition processors, proposes the hardware design of automatic correction system for
English pronunciation errors based on the assistance of high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensors, analyzes the acquisition
program design for English pronunciation errors, implements the parameter extraction of English pronunciation error signal,
discusses the software design of automatic correction system for English pronunciation errors based on the assistance of
high-sensitivity sound wave sensor, and finally, conducts system test and its result analysis. The study results show that the
automatic correction system of English pronunciation errors assisted by the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensors can realize
the automatic correction of the amplitude linearity, sensitivity, repeatability error, and return error of English pronunciation
errors, which has the robust functions of automatic real-time data collection, processing, saving, query, and retesting. The
system can also minimize external interference and improve the accuracy of acoustic wave sensors’ sensitivity calibration, and it
provides functions such as reading and saving English pronunciation error signals and visual operation, which effectively
improves the ease of use and completeness of the correction system. The study results in this paper provide a reference for the
further researches on the automatic correction system design for English pronunciation errors assisted by high-sensitivity
acoustic wave sensors.

1. Introduction

In the process of learning English, there is a phenomenon
that some learners’ spoken language is poor, and as a critical
and difficult part of English learning, spoken language has

received increasing attention. Therefore, it is imperative to
design a scientific and efficient automatic correction system
for English pronunciation errors. The traditional English
pronunciation correction system cannot provide timely
feedback and correction for learners’ pronunciation errors
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and has disadvantages such as misleading learners and slow
improvement of learners’ English proficiency [1]. For the
automatic correction system for English pronunciation
errors, the level of correction performance and the reliability
and practicability of information feedback are the main basis
for evaluating its comprehensive performance. The quality
of the correction algorithm determines the correction per-
formance, and a reasonable error detection method guaran-
tees [2]. After decomposing and optimizing each subtarget
in the multitarget, the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor
will trade off and coordinate them to make each subtarget.
This is because the input information and output informa-
tion required in the automatic correction of English pronun-
ciation errors are related to the open failure system. The
automatic correction system for English pronunciation
errors can be divided into two parts: system training and
pronunciation correction [3]. The training process of the
system is similar to the training in the automatic pronunci-
ation recognition system. The known standard pronuncia-
tion information features are extracted and recorded as the
standard for pronunciation correction. Pronunciation cor-
rection is to correct the pronunciation accuracy of the
pronunciation to be tested. The basic process is to extract
the features of the pronunciation to be tested, compare its
standard pronunciation features, and calculate the score
based on the similarity [4].

The high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor can follow the
artificial neural network model, use target tracking to design
an automatic correction system, and form an abstract logic
layer by combining the characteristics of English pronuncia-
tion errors. The similarity between the single target tracking
algorithm and the traditional neural network is that they
both use a hierarchical structure to construct the logical
layer, but the difference is that the three-layer construction
mode is the most suitable for automatic correction system
[5]. Relying on the optimized design of the pronunciation
recognition sensor and the improved design of the pronun-
ciation recognition processor, the software design of the
system is completed based on the design of the English
pronunciation acquisition program and the extraction of
English pronunciation error signal parameters. In this pro-
cess, although the amount of data is large and the calcula-
tions are more complicated, the calculation process of each
sentence is the same [6]. It is necessary to use analog-
digital signal conversion to improve the data sampling
efficiency, and the sampling efficiency is not less than a cer-
tain value and the single-target tracking algorithm is used to
continuously perform repeated iterative calculations [7]. In
pronunciation recognition, a multifrequency oscillator is
designed to automatically calibrate the pronunciation accu-
racy, while the calibration of the circuit conversion is the
key to realize the conversion of the English printing infor-
mation mode. By collecting and controlling the original
pronunciation information of the circuit, the accuracy of
system’s automatic correction data can be improved [8].

Based on the summary and analysis of previous research
results, this paper expounds the current research status and
significance of the design of automatic correction system
for English pronunciation errors, elaborates the develop-

ment background, current status, and future challenges of
high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor technology, introduces
the methods and principles of time-domain signal ampli-
tude measurement and pronunciation signal preprocessing,
carries out the optimization design of pronunciation rec-
ognition sensors, performs the improvement design of
pronunciation recognition processors, proposes the hard-
ware design of automatic correction system for English pro-
nunciation errors based on the assistance of high-sensitivity
acoustic wave sensors, analyzes the acquisition program
design for English pronunciation errors, implements the
parameter extraction of English pronunciation error signal,
discusses the software design of automatic correction system
for English pronunciation errors based on the assistance of
high-sensitivity sound wave sensor, and finally, conducts
system test and its result analysis. The detailed chapters are
arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces the methods and
principles of time-domain signal amplitude measurement
and pronunciation signal preprocessing; Section 3 proposes
the hardware design of automatic correction system for
English pronunciation errors based on the assistance of
high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensors; Section 4 discusses
the software design of automatic correction system for
English pronunciation errors based on the assistance of
high-sensitivity sound wave sensor; Section 5 conducts sys-
tem test and its result analysis; Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. Methods and Principles

2.1. Amplitude Measurement of Time Domain Signal. From
the perspective of the characteristics of the automatic correc-
tion system for English pronunciation errors; the assistance
of the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor is actually a sys-
tem function to obtain the required frequency response
characteristics, and the same is true for digital filtering. For
a linear time-invariant causal simulation system, the rela-
tionship between its input and output is

A xð Þ = an + 〠
n

x=1

b xð Þ
a

, ð1Þ

where x is the input of the system; AðxÞ is the output
response of the system; a is the continuous time component;
bðxÞ is the transfer function of the system; n is the number of
convolution operators.

For the input English phoneme x of the system, given the
observation vector xi of each frame of the ith segment of
pronunciation related to it, calculate its frame-based poste-
rior probability as

B xið Þ = c xð Þ−
ð
d xð Þ
A xð Þ dx, ð2Þ

where BðxiÞ is the probability distribution of the observation
vector xi for a given phoneme x; cðxÞ is the prior probability
of phoneme x; dðxiÞ is the summation function of all text
independent phonemes.
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The design of the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor-
assisted automatic correction system for English pronuncia-
tion errors has passed the first-level calibration to measure
the sensitivity of the standard acoustic wave sensor, so the
final calculation formula for the sensitivity CðxÞ of the
sensor under test is

C xð Þ = e xð Þ − f xð Þ
g xð Þ − h xð Þ , ð3Þ

where eðxÞ is the sensitivity of the standard acoustic wave
sensor; f ðxÞ is the sensitivity of the acoustic wave sensor
to be measured; gðxÞ is the amplitude of the acoustic
wave sensor to be measured; hðxÞ is the amplitude of the
reference acoustic wave sensor.

The development of the correction system first recog-
nizes the English pronunciation error signal and then per-
forms dimensional conversion on the collected English
pronunciation error signal according to the channel config-
uration information. Then, the high-sensitivity acoustic
wave sensor is embedded in the correction system. The
measurement process first filters the pronunciation signal
to filter out the interference components in the output signal
of the acoustic wave sensor; the system performs real-time
spectrum analysis on the filtered English pronunciation
error signal and evaluates the sensitivity of acoustic wave
sensor [9]. Therefore, the system can minimize external
interference and improve the accuracy of sensor sensitivity
calibration when there is interference in the on-site environ-
ment. In addition, the software provides auxiliary functions
such as reading and saving the pronunciation error signal
and the operation of the visualization area to improve the
ease of use and completeness of the system. The system uses
a control signal source and an oscilloscope to complete the
task of sending and collecting English pronunciation errors
signals. Due to the limitation of the number of measure-
ments, a loop control structure is added to measure the
sensitivity of the sensor under test to achieve a certain num-
ber of cycles, and the oscilloscope collects signals are added
to the program to ensure the integrity of signal reception
and finally realize the task of channel triggering and channel
reception.

2.2. Pronunciation Signal Preprocessing. After the high-
sensitivity acoustic wave sensor calculates the ratio of signal
input to output, the system function can be obtained by
pulling and transforming the comparison value. The acous-
tic wave sensor is designed by the impulse response method,
and the general form of the function DðxÞ for pronunciation
error correction is

D xð Þ = d jix + kix − lixð Þemi½ �
dx

, ð4Þ

where jix is the acoustic wave sensor coefficient of the xth
state at time i; kix is the cumulative output probability of
the xth state at time i; lix is the previous state number of
the xth state at time i; mi is the optimal state sequence at
time i status.

The logarithm of the posterior probability of the
phoneme xi in the ith segment of pronunciation for each
meal of the English pronunciation error signal is taken,
and then, the logarithmic posterior probability EðxiÞ score
of the phoneme xi under the ith segment of pronunciation
can be obtained:

E xið Þ = o xið Þ + 1
r

ðn
i
p xið Þ − q xið Þ½ �dx, ð5Þ

where oðxiÞ is the duration of the ith time period corre-
sponding to phone xi; pðxiÞ is the normalized function of
the ith time period of phone xi; qðxiÞ is the likelihood of
the segment of the ith time period of phone xi; r is the final
output probability.

The sound wave sensor-assisted automatic correction
system regards English pronunciation errors as a common
pronunciation classification problem and uses a classifica-
tion model to solve this problem. This model is based on a
four-layer feed-forward network, which includes a pronun-
ciation vector mapping table; the formula for inputting the
input layer vector into the feed-forward network for forward
calculation is as follows:

F xð Þ = s xð Þ
t xð Þ =

v u xð Þ + 1½ �
w xð Þ + y xð Þ , ð6Þ

where f ðxÞ is the network weight; sðxÞ is the bias value; tðxÞ
is the activation function; uðxÞ is the output value of the
corresponding layer; vðxÞ is the learning rate; wðxÞ is the
dimension of the pronunciation error; yðxÞ is the size of
the vector table of the pronunciation error.

English pronunciation error preprocessing includes sam-
pling of English pronunciation errors, antialiasing band-pass
filtering to remove individual pronunciation differences and
noise effects caused by equipment and environment. English
pronunciation error is an unstable random process, so it
needs to use high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor for
short-term processing and involves primitive selection and
endpoint detection of pronunciation recognition [10]. End-
point detection refers to determining the start and end of
pronunciation from English pronunciation errors, which is
an important part of preprocessing. The process of pronun-
ciation recognition is a process of digitally processing
English pronunciation errors. Before processing English
pronunciation errors, they must be digitally processed, and
this process is analog-to-digital conversion. The analog-to-
digital conversion process has to go through two processes,
sampling and quantization, to obtain discrete digital signals
in time and amplitude, and preemphasis is usually per-
formed before transformation and after antialiasing filtering.
After the system obtains learner’s follow-up pronunciation,
it extracts its characteristics and calculates the similarity
between it and the standard pronunciation in the test ques-
tion bank and finally maps the similarity to a grade score
that is easier for the learner to understand and accept.
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3. Hardware Design of Automatic Correction
System Based on High-Sensitivity Acoustic
Wave Sensors

3.1. Optimization Design of Pronunciation Recognition
Sensors. In order to ensure the accuracy, reliability, unity,
and self-adaptability of English pronunciation errors correc-
tion and to adapt to the development trend of automatic
correction, the system hardware design must carry out effec-
tive measurement supervision on the accuracy and reliability
of the sound wave sensor’s measurement value transmission
to standardize and perfect the calibration of the sensor. The
main components include raster data conditioning module,
sensor output conditioning module to be calibrated, and
acquisition device and computer system. This module can,
respectively, realize the correction of the amplitude linearity,
sensitivity, repeatability error, and return error of English
pronunciation errors, and has the functions of automatic
real-time data collection, data processing, storage, query,
and remeasurement. The grating ruler is converted into the
corresponding electrical signal through its conditioning
circuit, and the corresponding processing is carried out by
the formant acquisition card and the English pronunciation

signal is input into the system. The sensor to be calibrated
outputs the corresponding voltage or current through its
conditioning circuit, through data acquisition device, use
the interface to achieve serial communication, set the data
acquisition device in the reset state, establish the trigger
condition, and initialize the control settings; the model can
enter the working state, open the serial port, input the out-
put signal into the computer system, and finally, respond
with the collected data analysis and processing [11].
Figure 1 shows the automatic correction system design
framework for English pronunciation errors assisted by
high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensors.

The automatic correction of English pronunciation
errors is more complicated than pronunciation recognition,
but it can also be divided into front-end and back-end
designs. The front-end processes the audio stream and
undergoes preprocessing to separate the sound segments
that may be vocalized and convert them into a series of
values that can represent vowels in the signal. The back
end is a dedicated search engine, which gets the output
generated by the front end and uses the following three
databases to search an acoustic model, a dictionary, and a
language model to find the words that best match the sound
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segment. The acoustic model represents the pronunciation
characteristics of a language, which can be obtained by train-
ing the pronunciation patterns of a specific user and the
characteristics of the pronunciation environment. For large
vocabulary pronunciation recognition, subword units such
as phonemes are used to build acoustic models. The
language model represents how the words of a language
are combined into phrases or sentences, that is, the language
relationship between them. The purpose of language model-
ing is to effectively combine the knowledge of grammar and
semantics in the process of pronunciation recognition,
improve the recognition rate, and reduce the scope of search.
It can be divided into a rule-based language model and a
statistical-based language model. The rule-based language
model is to summarize grammatical rules and even semantic
rules and then use these rules to exclude the results of gram-
matical rules or semantic rules in acoustic recognition.

The main function of the English pronunciation formant
graphic display module is to dynamically display the incon-
sistencies between the standardized English and learners’
pronunciation audio with the help of the image form. The
learners can clearly see the changes in this image. Know
where your pronunciation is wrong and correct your pro-
nunciation mistakes. The main working methods of this
module are as follows. The first is to use preprocessing
methods to initially label the audio; the second is to parse
the audio using a fast conversion calculation method; the
third is to find the formant of the audio and then convert
it to visualize the image and accurately find out the sound
that needs to be corrected [12]. The English pronunciation
scoring module mainly uses pronunciation scoring technol-
ogy to judge learners’ pronunciation audio score and gener-
ate parameters; scientific scoring and automatic parameter
generation are the core parts of this module. This module
can compare the pronunciation audio of the learners with
the standard pronunciation and preprocess the pronuncia-
tion audio of the learners by implementing endpoint detec-
tion and other methods. The purpose of this is that the

preprocessed audio can be converted into visual data infor-
mation with more obvious characteristics, and then, the
model is matched to obtain the frame average matching
distance between speaker’s pronunciation audio and the
standard pronunciation.

3.2. Improvement Design of Pronunciation Recognition
Processors. The pronunciation recognition processor assisted
by the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor is improved and
designed based on the original optimization. According to
the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor, the analysis and
recognition of English pronunciation is completed, which
emphasizes the real-time nature of English pronunciation
processing. The selection of the acoustic wave sensor is also
very important to the improved design of the pronunciation
recognition processor. It is not only related to the processing
speed of English pronunciation but also involves the diffi-
culty and progress of processor’s improvement. Therefore,
in addition to the control function and high-speed operation
of the ordinary processor, the pronunciation recognition
processor also improves the processor mechanism, instruc-
tion system, and flow for the requirements of real-time
English pronunciation processing and improves the accu-
racy of correction. Under normal circumstances, the
floating-point acoustic wave sensor has a high correction
accuracy rate in the automatic correction of English pronun-
ciation errors (Figure 2). The improvement of the pronunci-
ation recognition processor should consider the processing
speed and recognition accuracy of the chip. For an auto-
matic English pronunciation system, the processing speed
of pronunciation recognition is the most important, and
the processor must be required to complete the correspond-
ing processing tasks within a limited time. Otherwise, it will
be difficult to guarantee the real-time processing of English
pronunciation. When the pronunciation recognition proces-
sor is designed, the recognition speed of the processor chip is
determined according to the high-sensitivity acoustic wave
sensor and the processing time requirements.

System (1) System (2)

System (3) System (4)

xy z xy z

xy z xy z

Figure 2: Optimization and improvement design of pronunciation recognition sensors and processors.
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The models judge the file type according to the suffix
name, use the corresponding function to open the file, and
read the basic information of the file; if the file does not
belong to the supported type, an error message will be given.
The pronunciation database is the input content of the
pronunciation automatic evaluation system, which mainly
includes the standard phonetic database, dictionary data-
base, and test phonetic database. The training process has
a large amount of data and complex calculations, but the
training process for each sentence is basically the same.
The core of this process is an information processing process
assisted by a high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor, which
obtains knowledge about English pronunciation errors by
processing the available information of the monitored sys-
tem. They read each sample value of the audio file cyclically,
calculate the ordinate value according to the number of
quantization bits, calculate the abscissa value according to
the unit time length, combine the two to get a coordinate
value, and then, draw points and lines (Figure 3). The
training of the pronunciation model requires the use of a
large amount of known audio information, and iterative
and repeated training is completed, including audio reading,
preprocessing, parameter extraction, text segmentation, and
parameter estimation [13]. The standard pronunciation
database stores the pronunciation data files of sentences
and some tag information, and the dictionary database
stores the pronunciation specification files of words, both
of which are used to train the pronunciation model. The
pronunciation library to be tested is used to test the perfor-
mance of the pronunciation evaluation system.

The biggest flaw of the traditional automatic correction
system of English pronunciation errors is that it tries to
use limited rules to regulate the complex real language,
which is determined by the characteristics of the English
language itself. In addition, the problem of information
conflict between the acoustic wave sensors also makes the
rule-making after reaching a certain number, and then,

adding rules is not conducive to grammar checking. The
conflict of rules of English pronunciation errors is very
common. Some usages are established by convention and
may not conform to the usual rules of English [14]. The
conventional method uses writing more rules to distinguish
the difference, but this may cause more conflicts, making the
expansion of the rules infinite. Due to the potentially com-
plex interactions between the effects of related features, there
is no way to directly calculate the model parameters that
maximize the possibility of training. Therefore, the high-
sensitivity acoustic wave sensor uses iterative optimization
technology to select model parameters; this technology uses
random values to initialize the parameters of the model and
then iteratively optimizes these parameters to make them
closer to the optimal solution. These iterative optimization
techniques ensure that every time they participate in optimi-
zation, they will be closer to the optimal value, but they may
not be able to provide a method to determine whether the
optimal value has been reached.

4. Software Design of Automatic Correction
System Based on High-Sensitivity Acoustic
Wave Sensor

4.1. Collection Program Design for English Pronunciation.
English pronunciation error signal collection is the first pro-
cess of the automatic correction system of English pronunci-
ation errors. The acquisition program can automatically
search for the wrong pronunciation signal, which not only
improves the efficiency of correcting English pronunciation
errors but also improves the accuracy of correction. The
high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor combines the require-
ments of real-time processing of English pronunciation,
selects the appropriate processor software, accelerates the
speed and accuracy of recognition, completes the improved
design of pronunciation recognition processing, and realizes

Correction
practicability

Correction
feedback

Correction
reliability

Correction
adaptability

Correction
performance

Correction
accuracy

Figure 3: Hardware design of automatic correction system based on high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensors.
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the software design of the system. They allocate storage
space for the recognized English pronunciation buffer, start
calculating error signal parameters, and finally, stop signal
collection. If there is no pronunciation device in the pro-
gram, the system will display a parameter error [15]. On
the basis of installing the pronunciation device, initialize
the English pronunciation error signal parameters to ensure
that the received English pronunciation is in the format sup-
ported by the system. The recall rates and repeatability error
rates with different signal amplitudes are shown in Figure 4.
Relying on the optimized design of the pronunciation recog-
nition sensor and the improved design of the pronunciation
recognition processor, the software design of the system is
completed based on the design of the English pronunciation
acquisition program and the extraction of English pronunci-
ation error signal parameters. Based on the high-sensitivity
acoustic wave sensor, the design of an automatic correction
system for English pronunciation errors has been realized.

The sensitivity calibration of the acoustic wave sensor is
a program that realizes the collection, processing, and output
functions of the English pronunciation error signal. The
calibration system design is composed of signal collection,
signal display, and sensor calibration. The signal collection
part of English pronunciation errors is mainly to set the
parameters of the collected signal; the signal display part
is to display the amplitude, frequency, and amplitude-
frequency curve of the collected signal; the sensor calibration
part is set by the parameters of the instrument and select the
sensor and sensitivity to be calibrated. The output shows
three parts. The virtual signal generator generates the excita-
tion signal, and its program is composed of the English
pronunciation error signal control part and the display part.

The type, amplitude, and frequency of the generated wave-
form can be selected through the signal control part; the
display part displays information such as the amplitude,
frequency, and waveform of the generated waveform. The
automatic correction system for English pronunciation
errors installs a standard acoustic wave sensor with a known
sensitivity and a calibrated acoustic wave sensor on the same
interference table successively, so that they are subjected to
the same frequency and the same magnitude of interference.
Then, it measures the voltage output of the two acoustic wave
sensors separately, calculates the interference acceleration of
the interference table surface, and calculates the sensitivity
value of the calibrated sensor from the output voltage value
of the calibrated sensor.

The purpose of automatic correction of English pronun-
ciation errors is to detect and correct the English pronunci-
ation errors of interest and their causes as early as possible.
The core of this process is an information processing process
assisted by a high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor, which
obtains knowledge about English pronunciation errors by
processing the available information of the monitored sys-
tem. Model-based automatic correction of English pronun-
ciation errors is based on the mathematical model of the
high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor; when the acoustic
wave sensor cannot accurately describe the system or the
deviation between the model and the actual object during
the system operation, the designed correction system is dif-
ficult to guarantee expected diagnostic performance require-
ments. However, in a complex automatic correction system
for English pronunciation errors, model errors and noise
disturbances are inevitable. Therefore, it is necessary to
establish a robust automatic correction algorithm for English
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pronunciation errors. The robustness of the automatic cor-
rection system for English pronunciation errors reflects the
sensitivity of the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor to
express English pronunciation errors signals. The parameter
changes and interference affect the real process in an uncer-
tain way, so it is necessary to design for English, which is
very difficult for an automatic correction system for English
pronunciation errors that is highly sensitive to pronuncia-
tion errors and at the same time insensitive to uncertainty
and nonmodeling interference [16].

4.2. Parameter Extraction of English Pronunciation Error
Signal. The high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor can ensure
the reasonable decomposition of the pronunciation segment
and ensure that the pronunciation evaluation module of the
automatic correction system for English pronunciation
errors can receive information such as the extraction of eval-
uation parameters, the parameter association process, and
the evaluation mechanism. The standard English pronunci-
ation and the formant change of learner’s pronunciation will
be fully reflected in the image display module of the pronun-
ciation formant in a graphical manner, clearly showing the
difference between the two and identifying the difference
between the correct pronunciation in the process and correct
the wrong English pronunciation. The acoustic wave sensor
compares the two results through the formant, which can
clearly express the difference between learner’s English pro-
nunciation and the standard pronunciation and correct the
wrong pronunciation. The system integrates the English
pronunciation scoring module. English pronunciation scor-

ing and parameter generation constitute two core parts of
the module both play an irreplaceable role in scientific scor-
ing and adaptive generation of scoring parameters for
English speakers (Figure 5). The English phoneme error
detection program is a key part of the entire system, which
can measure the weights of various parameters in English
pronunciation, extract the wrong syllables in English pro-
nunciation, and give feedback to the speaker to correct
errors and improve, so that English speakers can improve
their pronunciation level.

The high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor-assisted auto-
matic correction system for English pronunciation errors
has an efficient correction algorithm to make system’s cor-
rection performance close to the level of manual correction.
At present, most systems basically reach this level after
introducing advanced correction algorithms, if the system
only gives a string digital correction which does not help
learners improve their learning ability and improve pronun-
ciation quality. Therefore, this method can only be used in
the English pronunciation test system to make sense; finally,
when the system provides English pronunciation error
information feedback function, it is necessary to ensure
these [17]. The accuracy of the feedback information, other-
wise the learning system will not help users improve their
language skills, but will make users become accustomed to
repeating mistakes many times, so that system users cannot
achieve the purpose of oral practice, completely deviating
from the original intention of the correction system design
(Figure 6). In addition to learner’s own pronunciation
errors, the individual pronunciation and pronunciation
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Figure 5: Return error and repeatability error in hardware and software design for automatic correction of English pronunciation errors
assisted by high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensors.
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errors of the standard pronunciation, the pronunciation dif-
ference between the acoustic reference model of the recog-
nizer and the standard pronunciation, and the complexity
of the pronunciation text content may all cause the learner
to obtain the result through the learning system. If only
the correction of the learning system is compared with the
correction of the standard pronunciation, the wrong judg-
ment result that may be caused by other factors is not con-
sidered; for the learner, the purpose of learning English has
not been achieved.

The high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor-assisted auto-
matic correction system for English pronunciation errors
uses some information of the current state to automatically
determine the specific method of pronunciation error correc-
tion. In the traditional correction system for English pronun-
ciation errors, the information used generally includes some
words, syllables, phonemes, or tones in English sentences,
as well as some information in the current state stack and
buffer [18]. In natural language processing, syllable or pho-
neme information will be very sparse if it is represented by
a sound wave sensor. On the other hand, even very experi-
enced linguists may not be able to summarize these signals
and apply them to the analyzer. Most importantly, extracting
the signal features of these English pronunciation errors can
be very time-consuming. The predecessors tried a corrector
that searches to find the best pronunciation tree. The main
time of this type of corrector is spent on feature extraction,
and the correction speed is also very slow. The high-
sensitivity acoustic wave sensor-assisted automatic correc-
tion system for English pronunciation errors uses the very
popular pronunciation vectors in the field of natural lan-
guage processing to mention the above-mentioned features
such as syllables or phonemes, so that the resulting features
are much smaller in dimension than the original features,
and neural networks can be easily used to train the data.

5. System Test and Result Analysis

5.1. System Test Experiment. From the perspective of
training templates, the corpus is the fundamental source of

pronunciation knowledge required by the pronunciation
recognition engine: from the perspective of performance
evaluation. The quality of the corpus will directly affect the
effectiveness of the evaluation results. In this test experi-
ment, the effective reading time of each person participating
in the system corpus recording is 45 minutes, the reading
sentence is 1200 sentences, the total number of people is
120, 60 people are male and female, and the sentences cover
2517 daily English words. And a dedicated person will mark
the time of each sentence at the word level. The setting of the
initial value of the iteration in this algorithm is very impor-
tant. Improper selection of the initial value will not only
increase the number of iterations but also may cause the
algorithm to diverge or iteratively converge to a nonglobal
optimum. This paper assumes that there is no restriction
on the transfer between models, that is, the export state of
a model can be transferred to the population state of any
model with equal probability. Therefore, this system first
performs state segmentation and dynamic clustering on the
feature vector of the pronunciation signal. Then, use fuzzy
statistics to find out the parameters and then iteratively
reevaluate. This is more evidence-based and effective than
comparing the set parameters repeatedly based on experi-
ence. Not only can the number of iterations be reduced,
but more importantly, the divergence of the model is
avoided to a certain extent, and the parameters converge to
the global optimum.

In order to reduce the impact of the incoherence of the
English pronunciation error signal on the boundary of two
adjacent frames, generally before processing each frame of
pronunciation, the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor will
multiply a window function. The main purpose of using the
window function is to increase the continuity of the signals
of two adjacent frames and to better preserve the overall
characteristics of the signal. The short-term characteristics
of English pronunciation error signals are closely related to
the selection of window functions [19]. The selection of win-
dow functions can greatly affect the results of short-term
analysis. A suitable window function should be able to better
conform to the short-term characteristic parameters of the
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Figure 6: Relationship between automatic correction accuracy and pronunciation like-hood in English syllable, phoneme, and accent errors.
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signal. Generally speaking, the shape of a good window
should change slowly at the edge of the window to reduce
the truncation effect of the English pronunciation error
signal frame; from the perspective of the window length,
the wider the window, the better the smoothing effect on
the signal, but it is also easy to lose the signal details of the
information. The acoustic wave sensor makes the signal lose
the high frequency part, and it is easy to lose the signal
details, but the spectral smoothness is better, which is more
suitable for the time domain analysis of the system. The
automatic correction system for English pronunciation
errors adopts a rectangular window function in the time
domain end point detection and adopts a window function
in the short-time frequency domain transformation process-
ing. Endpoint detection refers to the use of digital processing
technology and related algorithms to find the start and end
points of each segment of the pronunciation signal and
exclude nonpronunciation segments.

5.2. Result Analysis. Almost all English pronunciation errors
are handled based on this assumption. The process of
dealing with English pronunciation errors requires the intro-
duction of smooth process methods and theories into the
short-term processing of English pronunciation errors. The
automatic correction system assisted by the high-sensitivity
acoustic wave sensor divides the English pronunciation
errors into thousands of short segments, each of which is
pronounced as one frame (Figure 7). Processing the analysis
frame will process thousands of pairs of continuous pronun-
ciations with fixed characteristics. After processing, a new
time-dependent sequence will be generated from the original
pronunciation sequence, which is used to describe the
characteristics of English pronunciation errors. English pro-
nunciation errors can be roughly divided into two parts:
voiced and unvoiced [20]. At the beginning of the pronunci-
ation activation period, it is often a low-level unvoiced
sound. When the background noise is large, the unvoiced
sound level is almost the same as the noise level. The high-
sensitivity acoustic wave sensor adopts the traditional pro-
nunciation endpoint detection method, which can easily
cause the missed pronunciation of the pronunciation activa-

tion. The unvoiced segment of the English pronunciation
signal plays a very important role in the quality of the
pronunciation. For example, it may happen that weak frica-
tives and nasal sounds are cut off, the silent section of the
blasting sound or the interval between words are mistakenly
regarded as the end of pronunciation, and the impact noise
is mistakenly judged as pronunciation.

The English pronunciation error detection system based
on the equivalent space design of the optimal configuration
of the acoustic wave sensor can be aimed at the linear
time-invariant dynamic system. After analyzing the princi-
ple of the observer-based English pronunciation error
detection, the problem of the optimal configuration of the
sensor is described and based on the sensor. The optimal
configuration of English pronunciation errors is in detec-
tion multiobjective optimization problem description. After
decomposing and optimizing each subtarget in the multitar-
get, the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor will trade off
and coordinate them to make each subtarget. This is because
the input information and output information required in
the automatic correction of English pronunciation errors
are related to the open failure system. Therefore, in designing
an automatic correction system for English pronunciation
errors, it is not necessary to consider a controller, which is
consistent with the separation principle in control theory,
because automatic correction of English pronunciation
errors can be widely regarded as an observation problem.
Once the input to the actuator is available, the problem of
automatic correction of English pronunciation errors is the
same regardless of whether the system is operating in open
loop or in closed loop. In addition, the high-sensitivity acous-
tic wave sensor-assisted automatic calibration is performed
during system operation and is an online diagnosis, because
the required system input and output information can only
be used when the system is running [21].

English pronunciation demonstration means that when
learning pronunciation, first, play the standard pronuncia-
tion lip animation video or standard pronunciation sound
and at the same time cooperate with the pronunciation lip
structure diagram and introduction text, so that learners
have a correct understanding of the pronunciation and can
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fully understand the pronunciation. The preprocessing of
the high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensor includes preem-
phasis of the English pronunciation error signal, frame and
window, and endpoint detection [22]. After the test pro-
nunciation and standard pronunciation are preprocessed,
feature extraction and pattern matching calculation are per-
formed. The system uses feature parameters and dynamic
time warping methods and the main points of pronunciation,
the movement characteristics of mouth shape and tongue
position, etc. After the above processing, the average match-
ing distance of the frame between the test pronunciation and
the standard reference pronunciation can be obtained. The
acoustic formant display module of the acoustic wave sensor
is mainly responsible for graphically depicting the change of
the standard reference pronunciation and the formant
change of learner’s pronunciation over time, so as to qualita-
tively reflect the difference in the pronunciation of the two. If
the sound wave sensor performs a pronunciation scoring
operation, the system will substitute the average frame
matching distance of the test pronunciation and the standard
reference pronunciation into the scoring function and finally
get the pronunciation score. For pronunciation recognition
systems, accurate detection of pronunciation endpoints is
the key to realizing the functions of the entire system.

6. Conclusions

This paper carries out the optimization design of pronunci-
ation recognition sensors, performs the improvement design
of pronunciation recognition processors, proposes the hard-
ware design of automatic correction system for English pro-
nunciation errors based on the assistance of high-sensitivity
acoustic wave sensors, analyzes the acquisition program
design for English pronunciation errors, implements the
parameter extraction of English pronunciation error signal,
discusses the software design of automatic correction system
for English pronunciation errors based on the assistance of
high-sensitivity sound wave sensor, and finally, conducts
system test and its result analysis. The accuracy of the feed-
back information, otherwise the learning system will not
help users improve their language skills, but will make users
become accustomed to repeating mistakes many times, so
that system users cannot achieve the purpose of oral prac-
tice, completely deviating from the original intention of the
correction system design. The high-sensitivity acoustic wave
sensor-assisted automatic correction system for English
pronunciation errors uses the very popular pronunciation
vectors in the field of natural language processing to men-
tion the above-mentioned features such as syllables or
phonemes, so that the resulting features are much smaller
in dimension than the original features. The study results
show that the automatic correction system of English pro-
nunciation errors assisted by the high-sensitivity acoustic
wave sensors can realize the automatic correction of the
amplitude linearity, sensitivity, repeatability error, and
return error of English pronunciation errors, which has the
robust functions of automatic real-time data collection, pro-
cessing, saving, query, and retesting. The system can also
minimize external interference and improve the accuracy

of acoustic wave sensors’ sensitivity calibration, and it
provides functions such as reading and saving English
pronunciation error signals and visual operation, which
effectively improves the ease of use and completeness of
the correction system. The study results in this paper pro-
vide a reference for the further researches on the automatic
correction system design for English pronunciation errors
assisted by high-sensitivity acoustic wave sensors.
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